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A Lossless Compression Scheme for
Bayer Color Filter Array Images
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Abstract—In most digital cameras, Bayer color filter array
(CFA) images are captured and demosaicing is generally carried
out before compression. Recently, it was found that compres-
sion-first schemes outperform the conventional demosaicing-first
schemes in terms of output image quality. An efficient predic-
tion-based lossless compression scheme for Bayer CFA images is
proposed in this paper. It exploits a context matching technique to
rank the neighboring pixels when predicting a pixel, an adaptive
color difference estimation scheme to remove the color spectral
redundancy when handling red and blue samples, and an adaptive
codeword generation technique to adjust the divisor of Rice code
for encoding the prediction residues. Simulation results show that
the proposed compression scheme can achieve a better compres-
sion performance than conventional lossless CFA image coding
schemes.
Index Terms—Bayer pattern, color filter array (CFA), digital
camera, entropy coding, image compression.
I. INTRODUCTION
TO reduce cost, most digital cameras use a single imagesensor to capture color images. A Bayer color filter array
(CFA) [1], [2], as shown in Fig. 1, is usually coated over the
sensor in these cameras to record only one of the three color
components at each pixel location. The resultant image is re-
ferred to as a CFA image in this paper hereafter.
In general, a CFA image is first interpolated via a demo-
saicing process [3]–[9] to form a full color image before being
compressed for storage. Fig. 2(a) shows the workflow of this
imaging chain.
Recently, some reports [10]–[14] indicated that such a demo-
saicing-first processing sequence was inefficient in a way that
the demosaicing process always introduced some redundancy
which should eventually be removed in the following com-
pression step. As a result, an alternative processing sequence
[10]–[13] which carries out compression before demosaicing
as shown in Fig. 2(b) has been proposed lately. Under this
new strategy, digital cameras can have a simpler design and
lower power consumption as computationally heavy processes
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Fig. 1. Bayer pattern having a red sample as its center.
Fig. 2. Single-sensor camera imaging chain: (a) the demosaicing- first scheme;
(b) the compression-first scheme.
like demosaicing can be carried out in an offline powerful
personal computer. This motivates the demand of CFA image
compression schemes.
There are two categories of CFA image compression
schemes: lossy and lossless. Lossy schemes compress a CFA
image by discarding its visually redundant information. These
schemes usually yield a higher compression ratio as compared
with the lossless schemes. Schemes presented in [10]–[20] are
some examples of this approach. In these schemes, different
lossy compression techniques such as discrete cosine transform
[15], vector quantization [16], [17] subband coding with sym-
metric short kernel filters [10], transform followed by JPEG
or JPEG 2000 [12], [13], [18]–[20], and low-pass filtering
followed by JPEG-LS or JPEG 2000 (lossless mode) [11] are
used to reduce data redundancy.
In some high-end photography applications such as commer-
cial poster production, original CFA images are required for pro-
ducing high quality full color images directly. In such cases,
lossless compression of CFA images is necessary. Some lossless
image compression schemes like JPEG-LS [21] and JPEG2000
[22] can be used to encode a CFA image but only a fair per-
formance can be attained. Recently, an advanced lossless CFA
image compression scheme (LCMI) [23] was proposed. In this
scheme, the mosaic data is de-correlated by the Mallat wavelet
packet transform, and the coefficients are then compressed by
Rice code.
1057-7149/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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Fig. 3. Structure of the proposed compression scheme: (a) encoder and
(b) decoder.
In this paper, a prediction-based lossless CFA compression
scheme as shown in Fig. 3 is proposed. It divides a CFA image
into two subimages: a green subimage which contains all green
samples of the CFA image and a nongreen subimage which
holds the red and the blue samples. The green subimage is coded
first and the nongreen subimage follows based on the green
subimage as a reference. To reduce the spectral redundancy, the
nongreen subimage is processed in the color difference domain
whereas the green subimage is processed in the intensity domain
as a reference for the color difference content of the nongreen
subimage. Both subimages are processed in raster scan sequence
with our proposed context matching based prediction technique
to remove the spatial dependency. The prediction residue planes
of the two subimages are then entropy encoded sequentially with
our proposed realization scheme of adaptive Rice code.
Experimental results show that the proposed compression
scheme can effectively and efficiently reduce the redundancy in
both spatial and color spectral domains. As compared with the
existing lossless CFA image coding schemes such as [10]–[12],
the proposed scheme provides the best compression perfor-
mance in our simulation study.
This paper is structured as follows. The proposed context
matching based prediction technique is presented in Section II.
Section III shows how to estimate a missing green sample in the
nongreen subimage of a CFA image for extracting the color dif-
ference information when compressing the nongreen subimage.
In Section IV, how the prediction residue is adaptively encoded
with Rice Code is provided. Section V demonstrates some sim-
ulation results, and, finally, a conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. CONTEXT MATCHING BASED PREDICTION
The proposed prediction technique handles the green plane
and the nongreen plane separately in a raster scan manner. It
weights the neighboring samples such that the one has higher
context similarity to that of the current sample contributes more
to the current prediction. Accordingly, this prediction technique
Fig. 4. Positions of the pixels included in the candidate set of (a) a green sample
and (b) a red/blue sample.
Fig. 5. The support region of (a) a green sample and (b) a red/blue sample.
is referred to as context matching based prediction (CMBP) in
this paper.
The green plane (green subimage) is handled first as a CFA
image contains double number of green samples to that of red/
blue samples and the correlation among green samples can be
exploited easily as compared with that among red or blue sam-
ples. Accordingly, the green plane can be used as a good ref-
erence to estimate the color difference of a red or blue sample
when handling the nongreen plane (nongreen subimage).
A. Prediction on the Green Plane
As the green plane is raster scanned during the prediction and
all prediction errors are recorded, all processed green samples
are known and can be exploited in the prediction of the pixels
which have not yet been processed.
Assume that we are now processing a particular green sample
as shown in Fig. 4(a). The four nearest processed neigh-
boring green samples of form a candidate set
. The
candidates are ranked by comparing their support regions (i.e.,
context) with that of .
The support region of a green sample at position
, is defined as shown in Fig. 5(a). In formu-
lation, we have
The matching extent of the support region of and the sup-
port region of for is then measured
by
(1)
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Fig. 6. Four possible directions associated with a green pixel.
Though a higher order distance, such as Euclidian distance,
can be used instead of (1) to achieve a better matching perfor-
mance, we found in our simulations that the improvement was
not significant enough to compensate for its high realization
complexity.
Let for be the four ranked
candidates of sample such that
for . The value of
can then be predicted with a prediction filter as
(2)
where for are normalized weighting coeffi-
cients such that .
Let be a direction vector asso-
ciated with sample . It is defined as the direction pointed
from sample to ’s 1st ranked candidate .
Fig. 6 shows all its possible values. This definition applies to
all green samples in the green subimage. As an example, Fig. 7
shows the direction map of a testing image shown in Fig. 8. If
the direction of is identical to the directions of all green
samples in , pixel will be considered in a homoge-
nous region and will then be estimated to be
directly. In formulation, we have
if
(3)
which implies . Otherwise,
is considered to be in a heterogeneous region and a
predefined prediction filter is used to estimate with (2)
instead.
In our study, are obtained by quantizing the training re-
sult derived by linear regression with a set of training images
covering half of the test images shown in Fig. 8. They are quan-
tized to reduce the realization effort of (2). Afterall, when
is not in a homogeneous region, the coefficients of the predic-
tion filter used to obtain the result presented in this paper are
Fig. 7. Direction map of testing image 1.
Fig. 8. Twenty-four digital color images (referred to as image 1 to image 24,
from top-to-bottom and left-to-right).
given by , which allows
the realization of (2) to be achieved with only shift and addition
operations as shown in (4), at the bottom of the page.
The prediction error is determined with . Fig. 9
summaries how to generate the prediction residue of the green
plane of a CFA image.
In CMBP, a green sample is classified according to the ho-
mogeneity of its local region to improve the prediction perfor-
mance. Fig. 10 shows the effect of this classification step. By
comparing Fig. 10(a) and (b), one can see that the approach with
classification can handle the edge regions more effectively and
more edge details can be eliminated in the corresponding pre-
diction residue planes. Another supporting observation is the
stronger decorrelation power of the approach using classifica-
tion. Fig. 11 shows the correlation among prediction residues
in the green plane of testing image 8 under the two different
conditions. The correlation of the residues obtained with region
classification is lower, which implies that the approach is more
effective in data compression. Besides, the entropy of the pre-
diction residues obtained with region classification is also lower.
(4)
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Fig. 9. How to handle the green plane of a CFA image in CMBP.
Fig. 10. Prediction residues of the green planes of testing images 1 and 8
(a) without region classification and (b) with region classification.
As far as testing image 8 is concerned, their zero-order entropy
values are, respectively, 6.195 and 6.039 bpp.
B. Prediction on the Nongreen Plane
As for the case when the sample being processed is a red or
blue sample in the nongreen plane, the prediction is carried out
in the color difference domain instead of the intensity domain
as in the green plane. This is done to remove the interchannel
redundancy.
Since the nongreen plane is processed after the green plane,
all green samples in a CFA image are known and can be ex-
ploited when processing the nongreen plane. Besides, as the
nongreen plane is raster scanned in the prediction, the color dif-
ference values of all processed nongreen samples in the CFA
image should also be known and, hence, can be exploited when
predicting the color difference of a particular nongreen sample.
Let be the green-red (or green-blue) color dif-
ference value of a nongreen sample . Its determi-
nation will be discussed in detail in Section III. For any
nongreen sample , its candidate set is
,
and its support region (context) is defined as
. Figs. 4(b) and
Fig. 5(b), show, respectively, the positions of the pixels in-
volved in the definition of and .
The prediction for a nongreen sample is carried out in the
color difference domain. Specifically, the predicted color dif-
ference value of sample is given by
(5)
where and are, respectively, the th predictor
coefficient and the th ranked candidate in such that
for
, where
(6)
In the prediction carried out in the green plane, region homo-
geneity is exploited to simplify the prediction filter and improve
the prediction result. Theoretically, similar idea can be adopted
in handling a nongreen sample by considering the direction in-
formation of its neighboring samples. For any nongreen sample
, if the directions of all green samples in are iden-
tical, pixel can also be considered as in a homogenous
region. Its predicted color difference value can then be
estimated as shown in (7), at the bottom of the page.
However, such an arrangement is abandoned when a non-
green sample is processed in CMBP as edges are generally
deemphasized in the color difference domain. As a matter of
fact, simulation results showed that this arrangement did not
improve the prediction result of . For example, as far
as testing image 8 is concerned, the zero-order entropy value
of obtained
without region classification and that obtained with region
if
if
if
if
(7)
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Fig. 11. Correlation among the prediction residues associated with the green subimage of testing image 8 (a) without region classification and (b) with region
classification.
Fig. 12. Correlation among the prediction residues associated with the nongreen subimage of testing image 8: (a) without region classification and (b) with region
classification.
classification are, respectively, 5.423 and 5.434 bpp. The en-
tropy of the resultant residue plane is even higher when region
classification is exploited. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 12, the
correlation coefficients of the prediction residues are more or
less the same no matter whether region classification is used or
not, which shows that region classification does not effectively
contribute to the decorrelation performance. As a result, in the
proposed scheme, a single predefined prediction filter is used
to estimate with (5) no matter whether the pixel is in a
homogeneous region.
Again, are trained with the same set of training images
used to train the predictor coefficients in (2). For the compres-
sion results reported in this paper, the predictor used for the color
difference prediction is shown in (8), at the bottom of the page.
The prediction error is then obtained with .
Fig. 13 summaries how to generate the prediction residue of the
corresponding color-difference plane for the nongreen plane of
a CFA image.
In CMBP, all real green, red, and blue samples are encoded
in a raster scan manner. The four samples used for predicting
sample in (2) are ’s closest processed neighboring
samples of the same color. They have the highest correlation to
in different directions and, hence, can provide a good
prediction result even in an edge region. A similar argument
applies to explain why is used when handling a nongreen
sample .
As for the support region, no matter the concerned sample
is green or not, its support is defined based on its four closest
(8)
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Fig. 13. How to handle the nongreen plane of a CFA image in CMBP.
known green samples as shown in Fig. 5. This is because the
green channel has a double sampling rate as compared with the
other channels in a CFA image and, hence, provides a more
reliable context for matching.
In the proposed compression scheme, as green samples are
encoded first in raster sequence, all green samples are known
in the decoder, and, hence, the support of a nongreen sample
can be noncausal while the support of a green sample has to be
causal. This noncausal support tightly and completely encloses
the sample of interest. It models image features such as intensity
gradient, edge orientation, and textures better such that more
accurate support matching can be achieved.
III. ADAPTIVE COLOR DIFFERENCE ESTIMATION
When compressing the nongreen color plane, color difference
information is exploited to remove the color spectral depen-
dency. This section shows our proposed method for estimating
the color difference value of a pixel without having a known
green sample of the pixel.
Let be the intensity value of the available color
sample (either red or blue) at a nongreen sampling position
. The green-red (green-blue) color difference of pixel
, is obtained by
(9)
where represents the estimated intensity value of the
missing green component at position .
In the proposed estimation, is adaptively determined
according to the horizontal gradient and the vertical gradient
at as follows:
(10)
where and
denote, respectively, the pre-
liminary green estimates obtained by linearly interpolating the
adjacent green samples horizontally and vertically. Note that, in
(10), the missing green value is determined in such a way that a
preliminary estimate contributes less if the gradient in the corre-
sponding direction is larger. The weighing mechanism will au-
tomatically direct the estimation process along an edge if there
is.
To simplify the estimation of , one can check if pixel
is in a homogenous region by comparing the direction of
’s four neighboring green samples in . A straight
forward estimation of can then be performed if it is.
Specifically, we have (11), shown at the bottom of the page. In
other words, as far as (10) is concerned, we have
if
and
if
when pixel is in a homogenous region. Remind that the
green plane is encoded first, and, hence, the directions of all
green samples are available for the detection.
When pixel is not in a homogenous region or the
common direction of all green samples in is not or
, a more sophisticated approach is used to estimate gradi-
ents and for realizing (10). Specifically, they are deter-
mined by averaging all local green gradients in the same direc-
tion within a 5 5 window as
and
(12)
To reduce the effort, a simpler approach can be used to
estimate and with the four adjacent green samples in
as follows:
and
(13)
In this paper, all simulation results related to the proposed
algorithm were obtained with (12) instead of (13), unless it is
specified otherwise.
if
if (11)
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Fig. 14. How to estimate the color difference value of a nongreen sample.
Fig. 14 summaries how to estimate the color difference value
of a nongreen sample in a CFA image. The proposed method
works with CMBP as shown in Fig. 13 to produce a residue
plane associated with the nongreen subimage. One can skip the
classification of a region [i.e., the realization of (11)] by by-
passing the two decision steps in the flowchart shown in Fig. 14.
Fig. 15 shows the correlation of the residues obtained under the
two different conditions. For testing image 8, the zero-order en-
tropy value of
obtained with region classification and that obtained without re-
gion classification are, respectively, 5.434 and 5.437 bpp. The
reduction in entropy may not be significant when region classi-
fication is exploited, but the reduction in complexity is consid-
erable as the realization of (12) [or (13)] can be saved in this
case.
IV. PROPOSED COMPRESSION SCHEME
Fig. 3 shows the structure of the proposed compression
scheme. In the encoding phase, a CFA image is first divided
into a green subimage and a nongreen subimage. The green
subimage is coded first and the nongreen subimage follows
based on the green subimage as a reference.
To code a subimage, the subimage is raster-scanned and each
pixel is predicted with its four neighboring pixels by using the
prediction scheme proposed in Section II. The prediction error
of pixel in the CFA image, say , is given by (14),
shown at the bottom of the page, where and are,
respectively, the real green sample value and the color difference
value of pixel . is estimated by the method described
in Section III. and , respectively, represent the pre-
dicted green intensity value and the predicted color difference
value of pixel . The error residue is then mapped to
a nonnegative integer as follows to reshape its value distribution
to an exponential one from a Laplacian one.
if
otherwise. (15)
The ’s from the green subimage are raster scanned and
coded with Rice code first. The ’s from the nongreen
subimage are further decomposed into two residue subplanes.
One carries the ’s originated from the red CFA samples
while the other one carries those originated from the blue CFA
samples. The two residue subplanes are then raster scanned and
coded with Rice code as well. Their order of processing does not
matter as there is no interdependency among these two residue
subplanes. That they are separately handled is just because the
Rice code can be made adaptive to their statistical properties
in such an arrangement. For reference, the residue subplanes
originated from the red, the green and the blue CFA samples
are, respectively, referred to as and .
Rice code is employed to code because of its sim-
plicity and high efficiency in handling exponentially distributed
sources. When Rice code is used, each mapped residue
is split into a quotient and a remainder
, where parameter is a nonnegative in-
teger. The quotient and the remainder are then saved for storage
or transmission. The length of the codeword used for repre-
senting is -dependent and is given by
(16)
Parameter is critical to the compression performance as it de-
termines the code length of . For a geometric source
with distribution parameter (i.e.,
for ), the optimal coding parameter
is given as
(17)
where is the golden ratio [24]. Since the ex-
pectation value of the source is given by , as
long as is known, parameter , and, hence, the optimal coding
parameter for the whole source can be determined easily.
(14)
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Fig. 15. Correlation among the prediction residues associated with the nongreen subimage of testing image 8 (a) without region classification and (b) with region
classification in determining d(i; j).
In the proposed compression scheme, is estimated adap-
tively in the course of encoding and . In particular,
it is estimated by
and
(18)
where is the current estimate of for selecting the to
determine the codeword format of the current
is the previous estimate of is the local mean of
in a local region defined by set , and is
a weighting factor which specifies the significance of
and when updating . Set is a set of four
processed pixel locations which are closest to pixel
and, at the same time, possess samples of the same color
as pixel does. When coding , it is defined to
be .
For coding and , set is defined to be
. is
updated for each . The initial value of is 0 for all
residue subplanes.
Experimental results showed that can provide a good
compression performance. Fig. 16 shows how parameter af-
fects the final compression ratio of the proposed compression
scheme. Curve R, G, and B, respectively, show the cases when
coding and . The curve marked with “All” shows
the overall performance when all residue subplanes are com-
pressed with a common value.
The decoding process is just the reverse process of encoding.
The green subimage is decoded first and then the nongreen
subimage is decoded with the decoded green subimage as a
reference. The original CFA image is then reconstructed by
combining the two subimages.
Fig. 16. Average output bit rates of the proposed compression scheme achieved
with different  values.
V. COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE
Simulations were carried out to evaluate the performance of
the proposed compression scheme. Twenty-four 24-bit color im-
ages of size 512 768 each as shown in Fig. 8 were subsam-
pled according to the Bayer pattern to form a set of 8-bit testing
CFA images. They were then directly coded by the proposed
compression scheme for evaluation. Some representative loss-
less compression schemes such as JPEG-LS [21], JPEG 2000
(lossless mode) [22] and LCMI [23] were also evaluated for
comparison.
Table I lists the average output bit rates of the CFA images
achieved by various compression schemes in terms of bits per
pixel. It clearly shows that the proposed scheme outperforms
all other evaluated schemes in all testing images. Especially for
the images which contain many edges and fine textures such as
images 1, 5, 8, 13, 20, and 24, the bit rates achieved by the pro-
posed scheme are at least 0.34 bpp lower than the corresponding
bit rates achieved by LCMI, the scheme offers the second best
compression performance. These results demonstrate that the
proposed compression scheme is robust to remove the CFA data
dependency even though the image contains complicated struc-
tures. On average, the proposed scheme yields a bit rate as low as
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TABLE I
ACHIEVED BIT RATES OF VARIOUS LOSSLESS COMPRESSION SCHEMES IN TERMS OF BITS PER PIXEL
TABLE II
AVERAGE BIT RATES (IN BITS/PIXEL) FOR CODING NONGREEN SUBIMAGES WITH THE PROPOSED COMPRESSION SCHEME
WHEN USING A PARTICULAR ESTIMATION METHOD TO ESTIMATE A MISSING GREEN SAMPLE FOR REFERENCE
4.622 bpp. It is, respectively, around 78.3%, 92.1%, and 94.5%
of those achieved by JPEG-LS, JPEG2000, and LCMI.
In the proposed compression scheme, the nongreen subimage
is processed in the color difference domain. Accordingly, the
missing green samples in the subimage have to be estimated
for extracting the color difference information of the nongreen
subimage. An estimation method for estimating the missing
green samples and its simplified version [using (13) instead
of (12) to estimate and ], are proposed in Section III.
Obviously, one can make use of some other estimation methods
such as bilinear interpolation [9] (BI), edge sensing interpola-
tion [8] (ESI) and adaptive directional interpolation [4] (ADI)
to achieve the same objective.
For comparison, a simulation was carried out to evaluate the
performance of these methods when they were used to compress
a nongreen subimage with the proposed compression scheme.
In this study, only the nongreen subimages are involved as the
compression of green subimages does not involve the estimation
of missing green components. In the realization of BI, a missing
green sample is estimated by rounding the average value of its
four surrounding known green samples. For ESI, the four sur-
rounding known green samples are weighted before averaging.
The weights are determined according to the gradients among
the four known green samples [8]. ADI is a directional linear-
based interpolation method in which the interpolation direction
is determined by comparing the horizontal and vertical green
gradients to a predefined threshold [4]. The threshold value was
set to be 30 in our simulation as it provided the best compres-
sion result for the training set.
Table II reveals the average bit rates of the outputs achieved
by the proposed compression scheme when different methods
were used to estimate the missing green samples in the nongreen
subimages. It shows that the adaptive estimation methods pro-
posed in Section III are superior to the other evaluated estima-
tion methods. On average, the best proposed estimation method
achieves a bit rate of 4.484 bpp which is around 0.1 bpp lower
than that achieved by BI.
While Table II reports the compression performance of the
proposed compression scheme and its various variants, Table III
lists their complexity cost paid for producing all prediction
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TABLE III
AVERAGE COMPLEXITY (IN OPERATIONS/PIXEL) FOR DIFFERENT VARIANTS OF THE PROPOSED COMPRESSION
SCHEME TO GENERATE PREDICTION RESIDUES OF BOTH GREEN AND NONGREEN SUBIMAGES
residues of both green and nongreen planes. It is measured
in terms of the average number of operations required per
pixel in our simulations. Operations including addition (ADD),
multiplication (MUL), bit-shift (SHT), comparison (CMP), and
taking absolute value (ABS) are all taken into account.
The proposed compression scheme is composed of four
functional components. A study was carried out to eval-
uate the contribution of each component to the overall
performance of the scheme. The same set of 24 testing
CFA images were used again in the evaluation. In par-
ticular, when the prediction components are switched off
[i.e., in Fig. 3(a)], the zero-order
entropy values of and
are, respectively, 7.114
and 6.295 bpp on average, which are around 40.3% and 34.2%
higher than the case when the prediction components are
on. As for the component of color difference estimation, the
proposed adaptive color difference estimation scheme provided
a nongreen residue plane of zero-order entropy 4.690 bpp on
average, which is 0.114 bpp lower than that provided by using
bilinear interpolation instead. To show the contribution of the
proposed adaptive Rice code encoding scheme, we encoded
with the conventional Rice code instead of the proposed
one for comparison. In its realization, the coding parameter
for coding a subimage is fixed and determined with (17).
The parameter is estimated to be the mean of in
the subimage. After all, it achieved an average bit rate of
5.084 bpp, which is 0.462 bpp higher than that achieved by
using the proposed adaptive Rice code encoding scheme.
When the proposed compression scheme (with (12)) was im-
plemented in software with C++ programming language, the av-
erage execution time to compress a 512 768 CFA image on a
2.8-GHz Pentium 4 PC with 512-MB RAM is around 0.11 s.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a lossless compression scheme for Bayer images
is proposed. This scheme separates a CFA image into a green
subimage and a nongreen subimage and then encodes them sep-
arately with predictive coding. The prediction is carried out in
the intensity domain for the green subimage while it is carried
out in the color difference domain for the nongreen subimage.
In both cases, a context matching technique is used to rank the
neighboring pixels of a pixel for predicting the existing sample
value of the pixel. The prediction residues originated from the
red, the green, and the blue samples of the CFA images are then
separately encoded.
The value distribution of the prediction residue can be mod-
eled as an exponential distribution, and, hence, the Rice code is
used to encode the residues. We assume the prediction residue
is a local variable and estimate the mean of its value distribution
adaptively. The divisor used to generate the Rice code is then ad-
justed accordingly so as to improve the efficiency of Rice code.
Experimental results show that the proposed compression
scheme can efficiently and effectively decorrelate the data
dependency in both spatial and color spectral domains. Con-
sequently, it provides the best average compression ratio as
compared with the latest lossless Bayer image compression
schemes.
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